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TOTAL
£2,570

Colour-confident Heather loved the idea
of a pale blue and pink kitchen, so she 

gave the existing cupboards and walls a 
facelift with a lick of pastel paint 

BRIGHT & 
CHEERFUL

Our once plain kitchenis now 

Painting the walls and cupboard doors in pastel 
colours has made a world of difference to 
Heather Craig’s kitchen and saved her 

splurging on a brand-new design

MY PROBLEM KITCHEN 
The oak cupboards and granite work surfaces were good quality,  
but they were a safe choice and in an older style that made the room 
look drab. I love colour, so I really wanted the kitchen to reflect that. 

HOW I MADE IT WORK
Painting the walls pastel blue and the cupboards a pale pink has really 
brightened the room. The colour scheme also complements the 
worktop and floor really well – I quite like the black now! We added 
more work surface space with a free-standing island and styled the 
room with colourful chairs, artwork, a patterned blind and tablecloth.

MY FAVOURITE PART
I’m really pleased with the IKEA shelves in the dining area, which  
I painted to look like built-in furniture. It was previously crammed  
with clutter, so it looks much better now it’s been styled. Before

I’m Heather Craig @heatherrosieolivehome and I’m an assistant  
in early years learning. I live in a four-bedroom 1940s house in 
Dunfermline with my husband, Brian, an oil rig operations 
manager, and our children, Rosie, six, and Olive, four. 

About me

My room...
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Style idea
Check the height 
of seating – here, 
bar stools were 

too high, but 
countertop stools 

are just right

‘I felt brave enough to paint 
the kitchen pink because  

it wasn’t brand new’

Kitchen makeover
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 PRETTY IN PINK
Heather thought the silver 
fridge-freezer jarred next to 
the pink cupboards. She 
considered wrapping the 
doors in pink vinyl but was put 
off as it tends to wrinkle, so she 
painted them instead. ‘I used 
sugar soap to clean the doors 
and then painted them in 
Rust-Oleum’s universal 
all-surface paint in Satin Rose, 
a paint and primer in one. 
I sanded between the three 
coats to remove bubbles,’ she 
says. ‘It was definitely worth 
doing and at £19.99 a tin, it 
was such a cheap revamp.’ 

SMART ART 
Having previously stuck the 

children’s artwork to the walls, 
Heather wanted a tidier solution. 
She found MDF pegboards from 

eBay and painted the sheets white 
for a fresh, modern look. To make 

it more of a stand-out feature, 
Heather framed the board with a 
border of scalloped wall stickers 
from Dekornik. ‘I love the look of 

the stickers and I might use them 
to create a frame for some artwork 

without the pegboard.’  
She finished the look with pegs 
from Peg and Board to display a 

collection of favourite pieces 
including her children’s drawings, 

Polaroid pictures and postcards.  

 SHELFIE MOMENTS
Having a shelf beside the cooker 
is a great way to add interest to  
a bare wall. For a co-ordinated 
style, Heather has painted her 
shelf in the same colour as the 
cupboards and has fun changing 
up the art and trinkets she puts 
out on display, putting 
personality into this practical 
space. Heather has filled her 
collection of vintage glass bottles, 
from local shop Kitty at Home, 
with flowers from the garden.  
She bought the T in the Park 
festival artwork from illustrator  
@bertiebryans. ‘The image of the 
big wheel and tents is iconic,’ says 
Heather. ‘It’s a nostalgic 
throwback for Brian and I because 
we’d go every year.’ 

Style advice
Three simple tricks

 to try in your own home

Cath Kidston patterns and flashes of mustard give a
hint of warmth to the pastels, complementing the pink 

window frame and colourful chairs from Sklum. Heather 
already had the farmhouse table, which she painted pink

We didn’t have the budget to replace the kitchen that was already 
here when we moved in, nor did we really want to. It’s great quality 
and it wouldn’t have been very eco-friendly to just get rid of it. 
However, I love colour and thought the beige walls, oak cupboards 
and black worktops looked very plain, so we decided to refresh 
what we had. 

I was desperate to add colour and loved the way Instagrammers 
@thehousethatcolourbuilt and @therachelhendersonstudio fully 
commit to colour in their projects. I got Love Restored, a local 
company, who upcycle furniture with Annie Sloan paint, to paint 
the cupboards a pale pink, as I’ve loved pink since I was young.           
We felt like the big room was crying out for an island too, so we 
bought one made from oak, which gave us extra worktop space. 
Unfortunately, the wood kept splitting and after having the island 
replaced a couple of times, we decided to buy one from IKEA 
instead. After recently renovating our bathroom, we had some pink 
striped tiles left over, which Brian used to cover the back of the 
island and I painted the walls pastel blue. 

From a practical perspective, the integrated washing machine 
and fridge-freezer were really small for a family of four, so we 
replaced them with bigger models. I finished the room with a set of 
colourful chairs and a striped blind and floral tablecloth from Cath 
Kidston, which pick out all the colours in the room. Before I held 
back with colour, but I’m glad I went for it in this space – I will very 
happily live with this kitchen for years.

MY EXPERIENCE

 Heather replaced the black glass splashback with low-key white tiles that 
have been finished with black grout to tie in with the granite worktop

● For a similar washer-dryer, try the Samsung Series 5 ecobubble washer-dryer, £629; for 
a similar fridge-freezer, try the Samsung RB7300T fridge-freezer in stainless steel, £649, 

both ao.com ● Fridge-freezer painted in Rust-Oleum universal all-surface paint in Satin 
Rose, £19.99 per 750ml, Homebase ● Walls painted in Valspar V700 premium blend in 
Barking Creek, £46 for 5L, B&Q ● Cupboard doors painted in Antoinette chalk paint, 
£21.95 per 1L, Annie Sloan ● For similar wall tiles, try the Spellbound Matt White wall 

tiles, £24.95 per sq m, Walls and Floors ● VADHOLMA kitchen island, £299, IKEA ● For 
similar stools, try the Ernest bar stool, £94.99 each, Homescapes ● Lix chair, £52.95 each, 

Sklum ● Habitat three-door locker in Mustard, £100, Argos ● Ca’ Pietra Neapolitan 
porcelain tiles in Pink, £56.25 per box, Style Ideas Direct ● Cath Kidston Mid Stripe Candy 
blind, £107, Blinds 2go ● Summer Floral tablecloth, £35, Cath Kidston ● Wesco Grandy 

bread bin in Pink, £69, Red Candy ● Pegboard, £13.95 per sheet, eBay ● Five-pack of 
pegs, £10, Peg and Board ● Circles Mustard wall stickers, £40, Dekornik ● Make Me  

a Cup of Tea artwork, £30, Jessie Cave ● Fiori Stripe jug, £22.50, Oliver Bonas 
Turn to p128 for stockist details

My shopping list

‘Before, I held back with 
colour but I’m glad I went 

for it in this space’

Style idea
Make shelves look 

like fitted furniture by 
painting them the same 

colour as the walls 

Kitchen makeover


